
Symposium & Workshops
18——19 November 2016
Brighton

lighthouse.org.uk
@LighthouseArts
#soundofstory



Friday 18 November 2016

Talks
Brighton Dome Studio Theatre

10.30 Registration

11.00

Welcome & Introduction 
11.05

Ann Kroeber 
12.00

Notes on Blindness
presented by Mike Brett 
13.00 Lunch 

14.15

Sue Harding 
15.00

Matthew Herbert 
16.00 Break

16.15

Akiha Den Den
presented by Simon James
& Neil Cargill 
17.00

Paul Davies 
18.00 Finish

Attendees and speakers are invited to join us for a 
drink afterwards in the Black Horse Pub, 112 Church 
St, Brighton BN1 1UD
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Saturday 19 November 2016

Workshops
Brighton Electric Studios
Tramway House, 43––45 Coombe Road, Brighton BN2 4AD

14.00–—17.00  (Registration 13.30)

The Secret World of Foley  
with Sue Harding
13.00——14.00 Lunch

Lighthouse
28 Kensington Street, Brighton BN1 4AJ

14.00–—17.00  (Registration 13.30)

 Designing the Film’s Soundscape
with Martin Pavey
14.00–—17.00  (Registration 13.30) 

Writing Sound
with Larry Sider
13.00–—14.00 Lunch

Lunch and refreshments provided, with vegan and 
gluten-free options available

Tickets for workshops are available to purchase on 
Friday 18 November during the symposium, at the 
registration desk in Brighton Dome Studio Theatre. 
Or book via lighthouse.org.uk
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Tuesday 11.05——12.00

Ann Kroeber
Sound Designer / Effects Editor / 
Recordist 

Ann Kroeber is a sound designer, effects editor and 
recordist. She has recorded and/or supplied sounds for 
more than a dozen films that have gone on to win, or been 
nominated for, Academy Awards® in Sound. Her many credits 
include Blue Velvet and The Elephant Man.
 
Ann’s approach to making evocative ambient sounds has 
helped revolutionise the way we experience films. Working 
with her clients to produce sounds that can’t be found in 
a catalogue, Ann uses her experience and creative talent 
to help enhance the mood and meaning of a project through 
sound.
 
With her late partner Alan Splet, Ann built the ever-
growing sound archive, Sound Mountain, which provides 
customised sound effects for film, games and art 
installations. Ann has leased sound from her FX library 
for films including Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the 
Crystal Skull and The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the 
King.

soundmountain.com
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Friday 12.00––13.00

Notes on Blindness

After the theologian John Hull went blind, he kept an audio 
diary to record his experience. These recordings have 
been incorporated into the critically acclaimed feature, 
Notes on Blindness, directed by Peter Middleton and James 
Spinney. 
 
The complementary, award-winning, VR experience, Notes 
on Blindness: Into Darkness offers a sensory journey 
into “a world beyond sight”. Inspired by Hull’s efforts 
to “overcome the abyss which divides blind people from 
sighted people”, the filmmakers have created alternative 
soundtracks for the film, offering visually impaired 
audiences a choice of compelling, cinematic experiences.

Mike Brett
Producer

Mike is a director, producer and co-founder of production 
company Archer’s Mark. His debut feature documentary Next 
Goal Wins (with creative partner Steve Jamison) won the 
Moët British Independent Film Award for Best Documentary, 
earning them both recognition as BAFTA Breakthrough Brits 
and Screen International Future Leaders for 2015. As well 
as producing Notes on Blindness, Mike also co-produced the 
VR experience, alongside Arnaud Colinart of AGAT Films & 
Cie / EX NIHILO. 

notesonblindness.co.uk
@OnBlindness
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Friday 14.15––15.00

Sue Harding
Foley Artist 

Sue Harding has been a freelance foley artist for the past 
12 years. Sue has worked on such acclaimed feature films 
as I, Daniel Blake, Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar 
Children, The Imitation Game, Le Misérables and In Bruges, 
as well as numerous television shows, including Victoria, 
Divorce and Poldark. At the 66th Emmy Awards she won 
Outstanding Sound Editing for a Miniseries for Sherlock: 
His Last Vow, and was nominated for Outstanding Sound 
Editing For A Miniseries for Klondike. Sue was also the 
subject of the documentary film The Secret World of Foley.

Other recent projects have included accompanying poet Bhanu 
Kapil at The Serpentine Gallery’s Miracle Marathon festival 
and leading a foley masterclass at the Film Lab Festival 
2016 in Italy.

@suehardingfoley
thesecretworldoffoley.com/artists.html
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Friday 15:00––16.00

Matthew Herbert 
Musician / Artist / Producer / Writer 

Matthew Herbert is a prolific and accomplished musician, 
artist, producer and writer, who has created innovative 
work by turning an extraordinary palette of ordinary, 
‘found’, sounds into electronic music. The much-celebrated 
Bodily Functions featured sounds generated from human hair, 
skin and internal bodily organs, while Plat Du Jour sampled 
industrial chicken farms.
 
Matthew’s work spans the arts, from Ivor Novello-nominated 
film scores (Life in a Day) to music for the theatre, TV, 
games and radio. He has remixed artists including Quincy 
Jones and Ennio Morricone, and worked closely over a number 
of years with such acts as Björk and Dizzee Rascal. He 
has performed solo, as a DJ and with various musicians, 
including his own 18-piece big band, around the world. His 
debut play The Hush was performed at the National Theatre, 
his debut opera The Crackle at the Royal Opera House, and 
he continues to work on projects for the screen and stage.

matthewherbert.com
@matthewherbert
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Friday 16.15––17.00

Akiha Den Den

A mysterious voice is picked up by a radio ham, Mr. 
Cuttings: the voice of a girl trapped in an abandoned 
amusement park. Drawn deeper, he realises there’s a whole 
community in there.
 
A six-part audio-drama series from writer/director Neil 
Cargill and musician/sound designer Simon James, Akiha Den 
Den has been described as ‘radio drama meets audio art 
meets waking dream’. 
 

Neil Cargill
Neil is a writer and director and has created many 
innovative programmes for BBC Radio. His approach to 
broadcast sound covers a wide spectrum – from the intimacy 
of Ivor Cutler to the multi-layered fusion of voices and 
music in the drama series Emotion Pictures.
 
Simon James
Simon has been experimenting with sound for over 20 years, 
working with music, radio and sound design. He uses found 
sounds, archive material and electronic sources to create 
multi-layered collages and has worked extensively with BBC 
Radio.

akihadenden.com  thesimonsound.com
@AkihaDenDen  @thesimonsound
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Friday 17.00––18.00

Paul Davies 
Supervising Sound Editor /  
Sound Designer

Paul Davies is a supervising sound editor and sound 
designer. A graduate of the sound course at the National 
Film and Television School (NFTS), he has over 20 years 
experience working on  a variety of film and television 
projects.

Working with directors as diverse as Lynne Ramsay, Steve 
McQueen, Stephen Frears and Anton Corbijn, his many credits 
include Ratcatcher, Hunger, The Queen, ‘71, The American, 
We Need to Talk About Kevin, The Imposter, The Proposition, 
Red Riding 1980 and Southcliffe.

Paul is the current chair of the Association of Motion 
Picture Sound (AMPS). He is also a regular visiting tutor 
at the NFTS and has held masterclasses and workshops at 
Harvard, The Baltic Film School, The School of Sound, BAFTA 
and at the CPH:Dox festival in Copenhagen.

A mysterious voice is picked up by a radio ham, Mr. 
Cuttings: the voice of a girl trapped in an abandoned 
amusement park. Drawn deeper, he realises there’s a whole 
community in there.
 
A six-part audio-drama series from writer/director Neil 
Cargill and musician/sound designer Simon James, Akiha Den 
Den has been described as ‘radio drama meets audio art 
meets waking dream’. 
 

Neil Cargill
Neil is a writer and director and has created many 
innovative programmes for BBC Radio. His approach to 
broadcast sound covers a wide spectrum – from the intimacy 
of Ivor Cutler to the multi-layered fusion of voices and 
music in the drama series Emotion Pictures.
 
Simon James
Simon has been experimenting with sound for over 20 years, 
working with music, radio and sound design. He uses found 
sounds, archive material and electronic sources to create 
multi-layered collages and has worked extensively with BBC 
Radio.

akihadenden.com  thesimonsound.com
@AkihaDenDen  @thesimonsound
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Saturday 14.00——17.00
 Registration 13.30
 Brighton Electric Studios

The Secret World of 
Foley
with Sue Harding

Sue Harding has been a freelance foley artist for the past 
12 years. Sue has worked on such acclaimed feature films 
as I, Daniel Blake, Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar 
Children, The Imitation Game, Le Misérables and In Bruges, 
as well as numerous television shows, including Victoria, 
Divorce and Poldark. At the 66th Emmy Awards she won 
Outstanding Sound Editing for a Miniseries for Sherlock: 
His Last Vow, and was nominated for Outstanding Sound 
Editing For A Miniseries for Klondike. Sue was also the 
subject of the documentary film The Secret World of Foley.
 
About the workshop
This workshop offers a rare opportunity to learn about the 
intriguing practice of foley. Led by leading foley artist 
Sue Harding, the session will be illustrated with clips and 
demonstrations, with a chance for participants to try their 
hand at creating sound effects for the big screen.

 
@suehardingfoley
thesecretworldoffoley.com/artists.html
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Saturday 14.00——17.00
 Registration 13.30
 Lighthouse

Designing The Film’s 
Soundscape
with Martin Pavey 

Martin Pavey is a sound designer, re-recording mixer, 
supervising sound editor and composer, known for his talent 
in setting mood and building tension, most notably in his 
multiple collaborations with Ben Wheatley. He has worked on 
various features including Free Fire, The Greasy Strangler 
and The Duke of Burgundy.
 
Martin developed his skills producing and engineering 
records for the likes of My Bloody Valentine at his own 
recording studio. He then expanded into screen productions, 
mixing live and pre-recorded shows for Bravo, Channel 4 
and ITV, before freelancing as a dubbing mixer and sound 
designer on documentaries, adverts, short films and theatre 
shows.
 
About the workshop
This workshop offers an exciting opportunity to gain 
insight into the work and practice of award-winning sound 
designer Martin Pavey, who takes on all aspects of the 
sound post-production process, including foley, ADR and the 
re-recording mix. The session will look at selected films 
that Martin has worked on, and include clips and scene 
breakdowns.

@_martinpavey_
martinpaveymusic.com
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Saturday 14.00——17.00 
 Registration 13.30
 Lighthouse

Writing Sound 
with Larry Sider

Larry Sider is a film editor and sound designer who 
has worked on a wide spectrum of film and television 
productions; in formats that have ranged from shorts 
to features and educational programming. He has worked 
extensively with animators the Quay Brothers (Street of 
Crocodiles, Institute Benjamenta) and documentary filmmaker 
Patrick Keiller (London, Robinson in Space).
 
Larry is Head of Film Sound on the MA Filmmaking course at 
Goldsmiths. Since 1998, he has advanced the creative use 
of sound in media and the arts as Director of the School 
of Sound symposium. Larry is also the co-editor of The New 
Soundtrack journal.
 
About the workshop
Aimed at writers and filmmakers, and led by experienced 
sound practitioner and consultant Larry Sider, this 
workshop will analyse how narrative can be interpreted 
through sound, looking at different types of scripts giving 
sound information. The session will be illustrated with 
clips, and will also include some practical exercises.

schoolofsound.co.uk
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Feedback

Please take a few minutes to complete 
this evaluation form. Your comments 
are essential in helping to shape 
future events.  

Which day did you attend? Please circle.
Talks    
Workshops — please specify which session(s)

Have you attended a Lighthouse event before?
Yes  No

How would you rate this event out of 5 (with 5 being the 
highest) for: 
Organisation of the event  1 2 3 4 5
Value for money    1 2 3 4 5
Venue    1 2 3 4 5

Did the event meet your expectations and did you find it 
useful?
Yes  No

Please explain your answer

CONTINUED OVERLEAF
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Feedback

In future editions, what sessions and/or specific speakers 
would you like to see included? 

Please provide any additional comments or suggestions you 
have on any aspect of the event. 

How do you usually find out about events you attend 
(specific Twitter feeds, newsletters, online sources, 
groups, etc.)? 
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Presented by

Lighthouse is a contemporary culture agency that connects 
new developments in art, technology and society. We present 
and produce commissions, exhibitions, events and education 
schemes that support new contemporary art, music, film and 
digital culture. In partnership with a wide network of 
collaborators, we present work in our Brighton venue, and 
across the globe with leading festivals and institutions.

Supported by

Sponsored by

Part of

Thanks
Tim Brown, Frank Gray, Chris Quested, Anna Bertmark, 
Paul Davies, David Richards, Kizzie Furini, Emma Wickham, 
Phil Richards, Brighton Dome, our brilliant speakers and 
workshop leaders, and you the audience.

In future editions, what sessions and/or specific speakers 
would you like to see included? 

Please provide any additional comments or suggestions you 
have on any aspect of the event. 

How do you usually find out about events you attend 
(specific Twitter feeds, newsletters, online sources, 
groups, etc.)? 
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